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word ''house." We may equally define a house as a space sur-rounded by walls or as walls enclosing a space. We habitually usethe word in both senses without any ambiguity or confusion. %^speak of building a house when we really mean building the wallsand of living in the house when we mean living in the inirior '

V. The greatest improvement in the modern over the ancientgeometry IS made in the extension of the idea of angularmagS^In Euclid ouJy angles less than ISQo are considerc^asS anvactual existence. Angular measures equal to or exceed nrthisHm^tare considered merely as sums of angles to which no viable gTometric meaning is attached, and which are in fact treated as L?!wsymbolic entities, like the imaginary quantities of moTe^n "atCm^^tics. Some moderns have followed in his footsteps so slavishly L toacually apprise the pupil that an angle of 180° i not an angle Me„tthe pupi might be led into the mistake of considering the sum o1two right angles as having some conceivable meaning?^We have already mentioned the failure of Euclid to give any defi-nition ofthe sum of two angles. Without such a definition we do not

^rZ^ V Tu ^ ^^"^ '*°^^'' "• ^'^^ «"^'^ * definition the sum

eLln^,-^ / *"^.r
^''^°''' ^^^ ^"^'^ ^^'•'"^d by t^« straight linesextending from the same vertex in opposite directions.

In modern geometry angular measure is unlimited, and a civenangle may have any number of measures diflFering from each other bvany entire number of circumferences. It is not, however, advisable
to burden the beginner by attempting to impress this idea upon hismind but he should be led up to it gradually. Hence in commenc-mg to write the present work, the author started out by confining
angular measures to the limit of 180°. He soon found, however
that confusion would result from attempting to keep within thi^
limit, especially m considering the relation of angles inscribed in acircle He therefore adopted the plan of extending angular meas-
ures to one circumference, and explaining in the beginning the two
measures of the angle. He finds by expc rience that there is no diffi-
culty in making this double measure clear to a very young beginner


